
Solar Control Glass 8mm Euor Grey Reflective Glass 

Reflective Glass is essentially ordinary float glass with a metallic coating that cuts off solar heat.
This special metallic coating also provides a one-way mirror effect, preventing visibility from the
outside and thus preserving privacy. Reflective glass is used primarily for structural facade glazing.

SZG 8MM Euro Grey Reflective Glass is a typical solar control reflective glass, that is best
buildings materials in geographies with tropical climate. The place which have too much
solar heat and needs to be controlled in order to keep interiors cool. It reflects the right
quantity of sunlight so as to limit glare, while allowing adequate amount of natural light and
hence the need for artificial lights as well as air-conditioners is significantly reduced.

http://www.sggglassmanufacturer.com/products/Reflective-glass.htm


Specification:

1.Glass product：8mm euro grey reflective glass

2.Glass stock size: 1830mm*2140mm, 2140mm*3300mm, etc.

3.Production capacity: can be tempered, laminated, insulated, etc.

4.Other colors: green, blue, pink, golden, dark grey, etc.

5.Packing: brand new, seaworthy, durable plywood case with foam protection inside

Features:

1. 8mm light gray reflective glass can easy to be cut into slices;

2. 8mm euro grey reflective glass can be used for tempered euro grey reflective
laminated glass, toughened euro grey coated reflective insulated glass, etc.

3.Solar control 8mm euro grey reflective coating glass can be 8mm tempered euro grey
reflective glass as reflective glass windows, reflective glass walls directly.

4.8mm light grey reflective coated glass also referred as energy saving solar control glass

Production

http://www.sggglassmanufacturer.com/products/Laminated-glass.htm
http://www.sggglassmanufacturer.com/products/Insulated-Glass_page2.htm


Packing& Loading

1. each glass panel has separated by corks

2. brand new, durable, seaworthy plywood packing with foam protection inside;

3. plywoode cases are fasten by metal belt 

4. you can order containers of 20GP, 20OT, 40HC, and 40OT



Advantages about Us:

1.We have over 20 years production experiences of 8MM Euro Grey Reflective Glass. There
are advanced production equipment, sophisticated workers, skilled technician team and
professional sales teams to service you, to make sure we can offer you high end quality of
glass and pleasant services which are beyond your expectation.

2.You can have dedicated processing services including: drilled holes, cut notches, silkscreen
printing, polished edges, bevelled edges, safety corners, etc.

3.You not only can have full tempered 8mm euro grey reflective glass, but also can have



8mm euro grey reflective heat strengthened glass, 8mm light grey reflective heat soaked
tested glass, toughened euro grey laminated glass, euro grey temepred insulated glass, etc.


